A Passion for Purity.

The success and the competitive strength of our company are founded
on just a few, yet clear principles.

1. Our customers demand results.
We deliver pure efficiency.
2. We always accept the challenge
of developing innovative and
profitable solutions.
3. Our work has meaning.
This is confirmed for us by every
task we solve for our customers.

This is how we think, this is how we act.
This is the yardstick we are measured with - each and every day.

Providing
pure
efficiency.

For fifty years now, TAPROGGE has concentrated on the optimisation of cooling
water circuits, in particular in power stations, desalination plants and in industry.
We are the international market leader in this field.
Fouling problems cause plant operators around the world costs of 45.02 billion US $
each year. We are specialists at solving these problems. We do it by utilizing our
company's unique developments in the areas of pre-screening, filtration and
on-line cleaning of condenser and heat exchanger tubes.
Our proprietary expertise is manifested in the form of innovative total solutions.
These solutions allow our customers to operate their plant and their processes with
greater efficiency and less down time. The result of our work is improved performance
all round - qualitatively, economically and ecologically.
It is a tremendous incentive for us to know that our knowledge of how to achieve
efficiency is necessary for many requirements of the future: The treatment of
drinking water, sewage and process water to protect our most valuable resources:
water and energy.
It is our conviction that only integrated systems and services are capable of satisfying
the diverse requirements of today's and future markets.
That's why we back clear strategies with our most important potential our passion for our work.
A Passion for Purity.

Our customers
don't just get
anything from us.
They get everything.

No two waters are alike. So you
don't just buy systems like ours
off the shelf. Rather, you have
to ensure that each is tuned to
all the others as part of a total
solution, and then optimised to
suit the particular local situation.
This is the only way you can
create integrated solutions that
exactly meet every single
criterion and generate benefits
measurable in money for the
whole life cycle of the operating
plant. For this purpose we have
developed unique integrated
technology and service systems.
It is precisely the seamless
interaction of these two systems
which produces the all-important
"more" that every operator seeks:
IN-TA-CT® and IN-TA-S®
by TAPROGGE.

You'll find
our developers
in the field.
Or at the
Patent Office.

You can measure innovative
power in plain figures. The
several hundred international
patents our engineers have
registered in recent years
certainly speak for themselves
in this respect. But let's be honest:
Clearly not every idea that led
to these patents was thought up
in the technical laboratory of
our engineering department.
On the contrary, a good
proportion of them were born
in the field, working with our
customers. Or even after work.
Those are the ones we are
especially proud of. So when
you look at it this way, you
can't only measure innovative
power in plain figures.

We look for
new markets.
But usually
they find us.

All roads lead to Wetter.
That's where we work.
For whenever operators and
planners need expertise and
innovation for the solution of
fouling problems in cooling
water circuits, they turn to
TAPROGGE. And that applies
to customers right around the
world. For a long time now
our knowledge has also been
sought after and utilized outside
our traditional power station
operations:
In the desalination of sea water,
in petrochemical, chemical,
paper and other industries with
a high use of water, today our
systems have become an essential
technological component for
efficient and environmentally
safe operation. A difficult task
we have enthusiastically been
working on recently is the
pre-treatment of water. Here
we are pioneering new methods
in the field of filtration using
membrane technology.

There are
many ways to meet
your customers.
We meet ours
at eye level.

We can look our customers in
the eye with a clear conscience.
We offer them a level of competence that has grown over
decades and is verified by
innumerable references. And a
partnership with a market leader
committed to success. That is
why our staff are usually involved
in the planning process right
from the start. We are then at
the customer's side for the entire
life cycle of the plant. Every
consultation has one goal only:
maximum efficiency. Not just
for the moment, but always.

A by-product
of our work is
a clear conscience.

It is always a good thing if you
can see a meaning in the work
you do. This is especially easy
for us. As experts for water
and thermal processes we feel
a great sense of responsibility
for the valuable resources of
our world. With our processes
we contribute to making the
future still worth living in.
Reduced energy consumption
and the utilization of water are
major outcomes of our technologies. Whenever we speak of
increased efficiency we mean
the responsible treatment of our
global environment. Because
for us, this is not just a matter
of a clear conscience: it is the
challenge for the future.

and

Integrated systems for increased efficiency.

Skilful reciprocal integration and the resulting synergies make first class
individual solutions even more efficient. That applies both to the planning
and contracting phase as well as to the efficient ongoing operation of the plant.
This has led us to develop the integrated technical system IN-TA-CT®
(Integrated TAPROGGE Concept) and the integrated service system IN-TA-S®
(Integrated TAPROGGE Service).
While IN-TA-CT® provides planners, contractors and purchasers with
support targeted exactly to their needs, IN-TA-S® guarantees plant
operators get the support they require. Both systems convince with a
maximum of efficiency and modular building block compatibility.

: ”Integrated TAPROGGE Concept” for increased efficiency.
•

Lower investment requirements thanks to the combining of intelligent
IN-TA-CT® modules

•

Flexibility thanks to adaptation of the IN-TA-CT® modules to suit
individual needs

•

Reasonable costs thanks to project implementation by a single partner

•

Process security without interface problems

•

Direct access to module upgrades and IN-TA-S®

: ”Integrated TAPROGGE Services” for increased efficiency
•

Optimisation of plant operation with IN-TA-S® modules

•

Seamless support of IN-TA-CT® by IN-TA-S® in the planning phase already

•

Level and frequency of service determined by the customer

•

Optionally TAPROGGE can handle complete operation

•

Total service availability either through personnel on site or
via low-cost remote monitoring
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